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We have measured the inclusive cross section for production of negative pions near mid-rapidity in 2°Ne + NaF, 
~39La + 139 La and 197Au + 197 Au collisions at E = 183 and 236 MeV/u. Au + Au is the heaviest system from which 
subthreshold pion production has been measured to date. The dependence of the pion cross section on pion energy, 
beam energy and associated charged particle multiplicity is consistent with previous results both above and below 
threshold. The dependence of the cross section on the mass of the colliding system varies only slightly as the beam 
energy is reduced below threshold, in contrast to some previous measurements. Comparison with theory suggests that 
at these energies the pion production process is still dominated by nucleon-nucleon collisions. 
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Subthreshold pion production in heavy ion colli- 
sions has been studied extensively, with the idea that 
observables associated with pion production below 
threshold might be sensitive to a change in the dom- 
inant reaction mechanism from nucleon-nucleon to 
collective at sufficiently low collision energies. The 
general approach has been to look for changes in the 
systematics of  pion production as the beam energy 
was lowered and the number of  colliding nucleons in- 
creased. The experiments done thus far are for the 
most part grouped into two classes: those employing 
light projectiles at low energies (Tbcam <~ 100 MeV/u,  
Abeam ~< 20) [1.2] and those using heavier projectiles 
at higher energies (7~.am > 150 MeV/u,  ,40¢am > 20) 
[3-71. 

Data for beam energics as low as 60 MeV/u are ad- 
equately explained by nucleon-nucleon or statistical 
models [2]. Bertsch [8] has calculated an approx- 
imate threshold of  54 McV/u for nucleon-nuclcon 
pion production, duc to phase space constraints, and 
results for the lowest beam energies are consistent 
with a collective production mechanism (scc, c.g., 
ref. [9]) .  For pions produced ncar but below the 
290 MeV/u nucleon-nucleon threshold, spcetra have 
for the most part been found to behavc in much 
the same way as spectra taken abovc threshold. This 
is not unexpected, since in nucleus-nucleus colli- 
sions Fermi-boosted nucleon-nucleon interactions 
contribute strongly to pion production at collision 
energies well bclow 290 McV/u.  t inder  thcsc cir- 
cumstances, for collective production mechanisms to 
have a measurable effect probably requires specific 
conditions, such as a heavy colliding system or small 
impact parameter,  or both. With this in mind, in a 
previous publication [7] data from scvcral different 
experiments were combined in an at tempt to extract 
the dependence of  mid-rapidi ty pion production on 
system mass. 

The ratio of  the cross sections of  mid-rapidi ty  nega- 
tive pions from La + La and Ne + NaF collisions was 
determined by combining independently normalized 
measurements taken several years apart, albeit under 
similar condit ions [5,7,10,11]. The combined data 
consist of  the differential pion cross section, do/d~2,  
for pions produced at 0cm ~- 90 ° in La + La and 
Ne + NaF collisions at three beam energies, E = 
800, 246 and 183 MeV/u.  When the ratio of  cross scc- 
tions from the heavy and light systems was calculated, 

the ratio at E = 246 MeV/u was found to be approx- 
imately the same as that at 800 MeV/u,  but the ra- 
tio at E = 183 MeV/u was found to be greater by a 
factor of  almost four. 

However. since the data at E = 183 MeV/u  were 
obtained in different experiments,  we undertook to 
measure, in a single experiment,  subthreshold pion 
production in several symmetric projecti le-target  
combinations,  extending to the heaviest feasible sym- 
metric system, where the large number  of  colliding 
nucleons should enhance the probabil i ty of  collec- 
tive effects. The main goal was to establish the mass 
scaling behavior of the subthreshold pion yield as 
a function of  beam energy down to 183 MeV/u - 
which is more than 100 MeV/u below threshold - 
and over an order of  magnitude variation in the mass 
of  the colliding systems. All data were taken during 
the same running period, to reduce the likelihood of 
systematic errors in the relative normalization. 

The experimental apparatus at the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory Bevalac is described in de- 
tail in ref. [12]. It consisted of a single arm mag- 
netic spectrometer with an azimuthal ly-symmetric  
scintillator multiplicity array surrounding the beam 
pipe and subtending laboratory angles between 10 
and 90 degrees. Essentially the same apparatus was 
used to obtain the data in refs. [5,7,10,11]. Data 
were taken for negative pions produced in colli- 
sions involving the following symmetric systems: 
ZONe + NaF,  139 La + 139 La and 197Au + 197 Au. Target 

thickncsses werc 0.251 gm/cm z Au, 0.391 gm/cm 2 
La and 0.377 gm/cm z NaF. The energies of  the ex- 
tracted bcams were chosen such that the beam energy 
per nucleon at one half the target depth was approx- 
imately the same for each beam-target  combination.  
The bcam intensity was monitored by means of  an 
in-bcam ionization chamber. The ionization chamber 
was calibratcd by ~2C activation [13] for thc neon 
beam at E = 800 MeV/u; for the other beams this 
value was scaled according to the stopping power for 
each beam. Based on calibration data for an ioniza- 
tion chamber of  similar design for D, He, C, Ca and 
Nb beams at 1 GeV/nucleon [14], we est imate the 
uncertainty in the beam normalization to be 4-25%. 

For this experiment,  data were taken at a fixed lab- 
oratory angle of  60°; with angular and energy accep- 
tancc taken into account, this corresponds to center 
of  mass anglcs of 80 ° 3 - 5  ° at E = 183 M e V / u a n d  
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cross section d3(y/dp 3 versus pion ki- 
netic energy in the center of mass for the reactions 
2°Ne + N a F ~  n + X, [39La+139La-- n -  + X and 
Iq7Au+I97Au~ ; ' t -  + X at 0cm ~ 80 ° -  90 °. (a) 
E = 236 MeV/u. (b) E = 183 McV/u. 

85 ° + 5 ° at E = 236 MeV/u. In an earlier measure- 
ment [7] it was shown that subthreshold pion pro- 
duction at these energies is approximately isotropic 
between 45 ° and 90 ° in the c.m. 

Figs. l a and l b show the cross section, d3cy/dp 3, 
for inclusive production of negative pions produced 
near mid-rapidity for all three systems at the two beam 
energies. The cross section has an exponential depen- 
dence on pion energy which is typical of pion produc- 
tion both above and below threshold. In the frame- 
work of thermal models [15], the inverse slope of 
the exponential distribution can be identified with the 
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Fig. 2. Associated charged panicle multiplicity per event for 
n -  produced at mid-rapidity in Ne + NaF (dots), La + La 
(dashes) and Au + Au (solid line) collisions at E = 236 
MeV/u. The units in the ordinate are arbilrary. 

temperature ofa thermalized pion source. Experimen- 
tally, the inverse slope increases with increasing beam 
energy, but at a fixed beam energy is independent of 
system mass over about an order of magnitude change 
in the mass. The pion cross section falls with both 
decreasing beam energy and decreasing system mass. 
The approximate equality of the cross section from 
La + La and Au + Au collisions at E = 183 MeV/u is 
somewhat surprising, since from a simple mass scal- 
ing one would expect the Au + Au cross section to be 
about 50% greater, as it is at E = 236 MeV/u, but 
this is within the systematic uncertainty. The depen- 
dence of the pion cross section on system mass will 
be discussed in more detail, below. 

The associated multiplicity distributions for the 
three systems at E = 236 MeV/u are shown in fig. 2. 
These distributions are consistent with the previous 
observation [7] that at these beam energies, mid- 
rapidity pions are produced predominantly in high- 
multiplicity collisions. As discussed in refs. [7,12], 
the associated multiplicities are reproduced rather 
well by an intranuclear cascade calculation: high as- 
sociated multiplicities arc strongly correlated with 
small impact parameter collisions, and low multi- 
plicitics with large impact parameter collisions. The 
muhiplicity scales with the number of colliding pro- 
tons, in each case peaking at about 32% of the total 
system charge for E = 236 MeV/u and 27% of the 
total charge for E = 183 MeV/u. (The high multi- 
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the cross section, da/dfL of n -  produced 
near mid-rapidity from La + La and Nc + NaF collisions, 
as a function of beam energy. Open squares: old data. Filled 
squares: new data. The horizontal lines show the values 
of lhe ratio expected from several different mass and neu- 
tron number scaling rules: Long dashes: pure surface pro- 
duction (.44/3). Dots: geometric, with one nucleus weighted 
by neutron number (N 2. .4-2/3). Dot-dashes: geometric, 
with both nuclei weighted by neutron number (N 2. .4- I/3 ). 
Short dashes: neutron number-weighted volume dependence 
(N2). 

plicity tail in the muhiplicity from Ne + NaF col- 
lisions is due to a small pile-up effect at the higher 
beam intensities uscd for neon.) 

We turn now to the second motivation of this ex- 
periment, the determination of the mass scaling of the 
subthreshold pion yield as a function of beam energy. 
For each colliding system at each beam energy, the 
cross section was calculated directly from the number  
of detected pions, normalized to the detector accep- 
tance, target thickness and number  of incident ions. 
Fig. 3 summarizes the results. The filled squares rep- 
resent the most recent data and the open squares thc 
values obtained by folding together data for La + La 
and Nc + NaF from several previous, independently 
normalized measurements [5,7, I1 ]. The dashed and 
dotted lines represent the values expected from sev- 
eral simple scaling rules; the neutron weighting re- 
flects the strong isospin dependence of n -  produc- 
tion [ 12,16,17 ]. Any mass dependence of pion ab- 
sorption is neglected. The yield ratios for Au + Au 
vcrsus Ne + NaF (not plottcd) are 23.2 ~_ 0.8 (E = 
183 MeV/u)  and 42.9+ 1.3 (E = 236 MeV/u).  For 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between pion yield ratios from experi- 
ment (filled squares) and from two BUU calculations: per- 
turbative (open circles) and non-perlurbative (diamonds). 

Au + Au versus La + La. the ratios are 0.95+0.04 and 
1.46 + 0.08, respectively. In each case, as the beam en- 
ergy is decreased from E = 236 to 183 MeV/u, the ra- 
tio of mid-rapidity pion cross sections from the heavy 
and light colliding systems falls rather than rises, as 
was found previously. 

What is the source of the discrepancy between the 
two data sets? For Ne + NaF and La + La at E = 
236 McV/u and from La + Laat E = 183 MeV/u the 
cross sections from the present experiment and from 
ref. [ 7 ] are equal within uncertainty; the difference in 
the ratios arises in a factor of 3.5 difference in the n -  
yield from Nc + NaF collisions at E = 183 MeV/u 
between the most recent data and those reported in 
ref. [5], most probably due to an error in the normal- 
ization of the earlier data [ 18 ]. 

in fig. 4 we compare the data with the results of 
two calculations based on the nuclear Boltzmann- 
Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) equation. In the non- 
perturbative BUU [19], delta resonances and pions 
are produced with their experimentally measured 
free cross sections, propagated in medium, possibly 
rescattered and absorbed. However, close to thresh- 
old the number of produced pions decreases rapidly, 
and thus the statistical errors in the calculations be- 
come very large. The perturbative approach to parti- 
cle production [20,21 ] eliminates this problem. Here 
every nucleon-nucleon collision contributes proba- 
bilistically to the total production cross section. The 

10 
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Table l 

System EIA (beam) da/d[2 (mb/sr) 

(McV) Experiment BUU (Pert.) 

Ne + NaF 183 0.201 (0.004) 0.08 (0.06) 
236 0.480 (0.008) 0.23 (0.08) 

La + La 183 4.5 (0.2) 1.8 (0.7) 
236 13.6 (0.8) 9.3 (2.8) 

Au + Au 183 4.1 (0.2) 2.87 (0.20) 
236 19.6 (0.6) 17.2 (4.3) 

contributions of all nucleon-nucleon collisions at a 
given impact parameter are summed, and the results 
integrated over impact parameter. The shortcoming 
of this approach is that one has to rely on a mean 
absorption length for pions, instead of being able 
to compute pion absorption directly from detailed 
balance as is done in the non-perturbative approach. 

Agreement between calculated and experimen- 
tal spectra is good both well below [21] and well 
above [ 19 ] threshold. In both calculations the theo- 
retical yield ratios follow the trend in the data. The 
fall-off in the ratio below threshold is a reflection of 
the dependence of the phase space density on the 
beam energy and the number of colliding nucleons. 
The energy dependence of the yield ratios is consis- 
tent with a predominantly nucleon-nucleon produc- 
tion mechanism. 

The calculated and measured pion cross sections 
integrated over pion kinetic energy between 50 
and 250 MeV are tabulated in table 1. The non- 
perturbative BUU calculation consistently underpre- 
diets the cross section by up to a factor of two, but 
the agreement is actually best for the two heavier 
systems, which argues against collective effects as 
the source of the discrepancy. The theoretical and 
experimental values of the cross section ratio for Au 
versus Ne and Au versus La have a beam energy 
dependence similar to that for La versus Ne. 

To summarize, we have measured the cross section 
for production of mid-rapidity zt- as a function of 
beam energy and colliding system mass near but be- 
low threshold, and have found little difference in the 
systematics ofp ion  production from what is observed 
above threshold. In particular, the system mass depen- 
dence was studied over an order of magnitude vari- 
ation in atomic number,  including the first measure- 

ments with the Au + Au system, and no evidence was 
found of a sharp change in the mass scaling of the 
pion yield, below threshold. The relative pion cross 
sections from different colliding systems are consis- 
tent with the predictions of a BUU calculation. 

While it appears that nucleon-nucleon dynamics 
dominates pion production for beam energies down to 
at least 60 MeV/u, there are still no data in the region 
delimited by beam energies below 138 MeV/u and 
projectile ..I > 20. The lack of conclusive evidence of 
specific collective mechanisms in subthreshold pion 
production may be attributable to the fact that ex- 
periments with heavy beams, where collective effects 
might be favored, have thus far been limited to ener- 
gies relatively close to the nucleon-nucleon threshold, 
where the signatures of collectivity may be lost in the 
incoherent background from binary collisions. There- 
fore. data for pion production from heavy projectile- 
target systems below 100 MeV/u should prove in- 
teresting: at very low energies, providing more in- 
sight into collective pion production mechanisms, and 
at higher energies, exploring the the transition from 
nucleon-nucleon to collective dynamics. 
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